We show that the entropy of extremal D = 4 Reissner-Nordstrom black holes can be computed from horizon CFTs with central charges and conformal weights fixed by the dimensionless Rindler energy. This is possible in the simultaneous extremal and near horizon limit of the black hole which takes the geometry to an AdS 2 Rindler space with finite temperature. The CFT description of dilatonic AdS 2 black holes, obtained from extremal ones by dimensional reduction, lead to exactly the same CFT states.
Introduction
Recently, it was shown that all nonextreme black holes can be described by the states of chiral D = 2 conformal field theories (CFTs) that live in the very near horizon region [1] . The central charges of the CFTs and the conformal weights of the states that correspond to black holes are determined by the dimensionless Rindler energy E R as c/12 = L 0 = E R . The black hole entropy is simply the entropy of the CFT state which is given by the Cardy formula [2] . This can be generalized to all theories of gravity in which case the Cardy formula correctly reproduces the Wald entropy [3] of nonextreme black holes. We stress that the nonextremality of the black hole, i.e. the fact that its near horizon region is Rindler space is crucial for the description. Obviously, E R can be defined only in Rindler space. Moreover, the central charges and conformal weights of the black hole states are fixed by requiring that the horizon CFT temperature matches the dimensionless Rindler temperature of the black hole.
At first thought, it seems that the above description of nonextreme black holes in terms of horizon CFTs cannot possibly apply to extremal black holes with nonzero entropy but vanishing temperature. Taking first the extremal and then the near horizon limit of charged black holes gives rise to an AdS 2 factor in the geometry (times an internal compact space) or equivalently to an SO(2, 1) factor in their isometry groups. This is certainly true for D = 4 Riessner-Nordstrom (RN) black holes which we consider explicitly in this paper. Just like extremal black holes, AdS 2 has a vanishing temperature but nonzero (entanglement) entropy [4] .
In these cases, since the near horizon region is no longer Rindler space the horizon CFT description does not seem to make sense.
On the other hand, we can take the near horizon and extremal limits of the D = 4 RN black hole geometry simultaneously. This limit gives rise to an AdS 2
Rindler space (times an internal compact space) which is not extremal, i.e. with an acceleration horizon and a finite temperature [5] . This surprising result is due to the peculiar nature of the limit in which the original time parameter is taken to infinity simultaneously with the near horizon limit. We expect the same (type of) limit to lead to Rindler AdS 2 spaces for all extremal charged black holes due to the common AdS 2 factor in their near horizon geometries [6] . Since AdS 2 Rindler space is nonextreme, we can describe it by the horizon CFT mentioned above. We show that the horizon CFT state that describes the AdS 2 Rindler space has exactly the correct extremal black hole entropy. Thus, horizon CFTs seem to provide a unified description of both extremal and nonextreme black holes.
Extremal RN black holes have been described in terms of CFTs that live on their horizons in ref. [7] . We find that in our description, the central charge (conformal weight) of the black hole state is Q times smaller (larger) than those in ref. [7] . This is because we identify the CFT temperature with the dimensionless Rindler temperature , i.e T CF T = T R = 1/2π rather than with the Hawking temperature, i.e. T CF T = T H = 1/2πQ. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly review D = 4 RN black holes and the simultaneous extremal and near horizon limit of their metrics. In section 3, we obtain the entropy of these black holes from horizon CFTs by computing the dimensionless Rindler energy E R . In section 4, we show that dilatonic AdS 2 black holes with nonzero electric fields, which are obtained from the dimensional reduction of extremal D = 4 RN black holes, are also described by CFT states with exactly the same central charges and conformal weights as those arising from the horizon CFTs. Section 5 contains a discussion of our results and our conclusions.
Near Horizon Limit of Extremal Charged Black Holes
In this section, we review the properties of D = 4 RN black holes and the simultaneous near horizon and extremal limit of their geometry. In this special limit, the geometry becomes an AdS 2 Rindler space (×S 2 ) which has, unlike the original extremal black hole, a nonzero temperature. Therefore, we can use methods of computing nonextreme black hole entropy in this case. The near horizon geometries of all extremal charged black holes contain an AdS 2 Rindler factor or an SO(2, 1) isometry. Thus, even though in this paper we explicitly consider only extremal D = 4 RN black holes, we expect our results to hold for all extremal charged black holes.
Consider the D = 4 RN black hole with the metric (we set G = 1 in the following)[8]
with the electromagnetic field strength F tr = Q/r 2 . The outer and inner horizons, r + and r − respectively, are given by
The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is
whereas the Hawking temperature of the black hole is given by
In order to satisfy the cosmic censorship hypothesis the mass must satisfy the bound M ≥ Q. The extremal limit of the black hole is given by M → Q or r + → r − . The extremal metric is given by
where the horizon is at r + = r − = Q. T H vanishes for the extremal black hole whereas the entropy, S = πQ 2 , is finite. It is well-known that the near horizon limit, with r + → 0, of eq. (5) is AdS 2 × S 2 (or the Robinson-Bertotti space) with the metric in isotropic coordinates, ρ = Q 2 /r,
We see that both AdS 2 and S 2 have a radius of Q. We stress that AdS 2 × S 2 is obtained by taking first the extremal and then the near horizon limit. The temperature of the AdS 2 space vanishes just like that of the extreme black hole.
Thus, the nonzero entropy of the extreme black hole has to correspond to that of AdS 2 . It has been shown that this entropy is precisely the entanglement entropy of AdS 2 arising from the entanglement between the its two disjoint boundaries [4] .
One can also take the extremal and near horizon limits simultaneously. The metric in eq. (1) can also be written as
where r ± are defined in eq. (2) . We now take the extremal limit r + → r − keeping the two dimensionless quantities [5] 
fixed. We note that keeping σ fixed when r + → r − also means r → r + . Thus the extremal and near horizon limits are taken simultaneously. On the other hand, keeping τ fixed in the extremal limit means that we are taking the t → ∞ limit.
In this limit, the metric in eq. (7) becomes
since in the extremal limit r + = M = Q. The metric above describes AdS 2 Rindler space (×S 2 of radius Q) with an acceleration horizon at σ = 1. This can be easily seen by using the coordinate transformation ρ = √ σ 2 − 1 which takes the metric in eq. (9) to [10] 
For ρ << 1 the first two terms describe Rindler space (with the horizon at ρ = 0) whereas for ρ >> 1 they become the Poincare patch of AdS 2 . In refs. [5] , the macroscopic entropy of the space given by the metric in eq. (9) was calculated by using the entropy function formalism [9] (which works for all spaces with an AdS 2 factor) and shown to match the entropy of the extremal D = 4 RN black hole.
It is interesting to note that AdS Rindler space (in any dimension) saturates the Bekenstein bound on the entropy of the boundary CFT [11] .
Extremal Charged Black Hole Entropy from Horizon CFTs
We can compute the entropy of the D = 4 extremal RN black hole by starting with a nonextreme RN black hole and then taking the extremal limit. The nonextreme black hole can be described by a horizon CFT state. Therefore, the extremal black hole can be described by the extremal limit of the horizon CFT which, using the Cardy formula, gives the correct entropy. However, in the extremal limit, the near horizon geometry is AdS 2 rather than Rindler space, so the meaning of quantities such as the dimensionless Rindler energy (which gives the entropy) is not clear. In addition, it seems strange to describe a black hole with vanishing temperature in terms of a CFT at a finite one.
On the other hand, we can take the limit in eq. (8) and consider the metric in eq. (9) . Unlike the extremal charged black hole we started with, the space described by the metric in eq. (9) has a nonextreme horizon at σ = 1. The near horizon region of this metric is Rindler space just like those of nonextreme black holes. Thus, we can use the same methods used for computing nonextreme black hole entropy in the present case even though the original black hole is extremal. For example, we can calculate the entropy of AdS 2 Rindler space (×S 2 ) by computing the dimensionless Rindler energy, E R , of the metric in eq. (9) and using S BH = 2πE R [12, 13] . This relation was used to compute the entropy of a number of nonextreme black holes and de Sitter space [14] [15] [16] [17] . We then interpret the black hole entropy as the entropy of a state with c/12 = L 0 = E R in a D = 2 chiral CFT that lives on the black hole horizon [1] .
Consider the near horizon region of the metric in eq. (9) where σ = 1 + y and y << 1. In terms of the proper distance to the horizon, ρ = √ y, the metric becomes
The dimensionless Rindler temperature of this space is T = 1/2π whereas the Hawking temperature is given by T H = 1/2πQ. E R is the dimensionless Rindler energy that is conjugate to the dimensionless Rindler time τ in eq. (11) . Using the fact that in the extremal limit M → Q we obtain E R [12,13]
The Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the black hole is
reproducing eq. (3).
For nenextreme black holes, the relation S = 2πE R can be interpreted as the entropy of a D = 2 chiral CFT state that lives in the very near horizon region [13] .
The near horizon region of AdS 2 Rindler space with metric in eq. (9) is Rindler space given by eq. (11). In the very near horizon region, i.e. near the origin of Rindler space, all dimensionful parameters can be ignored and the physics is described by a CFT. In addition, the directions that are transverse to τ and ρ decouple [18] resulting in a D = 2 CFT. This CFT is chiral since Rindler space has a single U(1) isometry which gets enhanced to a single Virasoro algebra near the horizon. If we demand that the CFT temperature, T CF T , defined as
where ∆ is the conformal weight in Rindler space, matches the dimensionless Rindler temperature, i.e. T CF T = T R = 1/2π, we find that he CFT has a central charge of c/12 = E R whereas the conformal weight of the state that corre- 
reproducing eq. (3) for the extremal RN black hole entropy.
We conclude that in the simultaneous extremal and near horizon limit, a charged black hole is described by a state of a D = 2 CFT that lives in the very near horizon region with [1] 
and a shift of −E R /2 in the conformal weights.
Extremal RN black holes were described as slightly different CFT states in ref. [7] . According to ref. [7] , the black hole corresponds to a CFT state with c = 6Q 3
and T CF T = 1/2πQ which means that L 0 = Q/2. We observe that c (L 0 ) is Q times larger (smaller) than our values in eq. (16) . This is because we equated the CFT temperature to the dimensionless Rindler temperature , i.e T CF T = T R = 1/2π rather than to the Hawking temperature, i.e. T CF T = T H = 1/2πQ. The First Law of Thermodynamics relates T R and T H to the dimensionless Rindler energy E R and the extremal mass Q respectively. If we identified T CF T = T H above, we would obtain CFT states that agree with those of ref. [7] .
D = 2 Dilatonic Black Holes and Horizon CFTs
In the previous section we found that charged extremal black holes can be described by states in a D = 2 CFT with c/12 = L 0 = Q 2 /2. We obtained this result by finding E R and interpreting the black hole entropy S = 2πE R as that of the CFT states. On the other hand, the extremal limit of the D = 4 RN black hole, in the near horizon limit can be dimensionally reduced to an AdS 2 black hole with fixed dilaton and electric field. This solution can be described as a particular D = 2 CFT state. In this section, we show that this CFT state is exactly the one predicted by the horizon CFT of the previous section. This provides additional support for our description.
In the near horizon limit, the D = 4 RN black hole can be dimensionally reduced to an AdS 2 space with a constant dilaton and electric field [19] . This is a solution to D = 2 Maxwell-dilaton gravity with the action[20]
where α = −e 2φ /16πG 2 , φ is the dilaton, F is the U(1) field strength and G 2 is the two-dimensional Newton's constant given by
due to the spherical reduction over S 2 with radius Q. The equations of motion obtained from eq. (17) are solved by [20] 
where E is the electric field. We see that the solution is an AdS 2 space with radius ℓ and constant electric field and dilaton. Theories of two dimensional gravity can be described as CFTs. From the transformations of the stress-energy tensor under diffeomorphisms near the AdS 2 boundary and the U(1) gauge transformation one obtains the central charge of the CFT that describes the solution in eq. (19) [20]
Using eq. (18) we find that c/12 = Q 2 /2 precisely the result obtained from the horizon CFT.
The action in eq. (17) has also black hole solutions with the metric
with the same constant electric field and dilaton as in eq. (19) . 
Then, the CFT state that corresponds to this particular black hole (which is actually AdS 2 Rindler space) has ∆ = c/24. Using Cardy's formula in eq. (15) we get the correct black hole entropy in eq. (3). We found that the dilatonic AdS 2 black hole, that corresponds to the extremal D = 4 RN black hole, is described by a state in a D = 2 CFT with c/12 = L 0 = E R = Q 2 /2. This is precisely the same CFT state in the horizon CFT in eq. (16) . This result constitutes supporting evidence for the horizon CFT description of extremal black holes.
We can also find E R for the metric in eq. (21) and interpret the resulting entropy as that of a state in a horizon CFT. The horizon of this metric is at r h = aℓ. Near the horizon, we can write r = r h + y where y << r h and find the metric in terms of the proper distance to the horizon ρ = ℓ 2y/r h ,
The mass and Hawking temperature of this black hole are given by
Here r h ≥ ℓ which is equivalent to the condition M ≥ Q on the D = 4 RN black hole mass. The dimensionless Rindler energy is
The extremal limit of the charged black hole corresponds to r h = ℓ (or a = 1) which leads to the extremal mass M = Q. Then, the extremal entropy is given by
correctly reproducing the entropy in eq. (3).
Conclusions and Discussion
In this paper, we showed that the entropy of an extremal D = 4 RN black hole can be obtained from that of a D = 2 CFT that lives in the very near horizon region. The CFT state that describes the black hole has a central charge and conformal weight given by c/12 = L 0 = E R = Q 2 /2 where E R is the dimensionless
Rindler energy and Q is the black hole charge. The black hole entropy is then given by the Cardy formula.
It is known that horizon CFTs of this type describe nonextreme black holes with a finite temperature. Therefore, it is surprising that the same CFTs also describe extremal black holes with vanishing temperature. This is explained by the simultaneous extremal and near horizon limit in eq. (8). This limit takes the extremal geometry into an AdS 2 Rindler space with nonzero temperature which can be described by a horizon CFT. Thus, horizon CFTs give a uniform description of both extremal and nonextreme black holes.
We also showed that the dimensional reduction (over S 2 ) of the near extremal geometry of D = 4 RN black holes, which leads to AdS 2 black holes, is described by exactly the same CFT states. We interpret this result as supporting evidence for our description. Even though we explicitly considered only D = 4 RN black holes in this paper, we expect our results to hold for all extremal charged black holes since these all have a near horizon geometry with an AdS 2 factor or SO(2, 1)
isometry.
The entropy of extremal charged black holes can also be computed by using the entropy function formalism [9] . This method works for all extremal charged black holes since these have an AdS 2 Rindler space factor in the limit given by eq.
(8). The entropy function E evaluated at its extremum is the entropy black hole [9] S = E = 2π e i ∂f ∂e i − f ,
where e i are the electric fields and f is the Lagrangian density evaluated at the horizon and integrated over the angular directions
We see that since Wald entropy is given by both 2πE R and eq. (27),
At first thought, E R and E do not seem to be related except for the fact that both quantities are computed from the near horizon geometry. It would be nice to understand their relation from first principles.
